
Thank you for your purchase of
Sierra Sound’s Enzymatic

Stylus Cleaner. This completely
alcohol-free formula is safe for

daily use as well as for deep
cleaning and the removal of
built-up dirt and grime from
your phonograph stylus. By

avoiding the use of alcohol, the
critical adhesive which bonds
your stylus to the cantilever is

protected from degradation over
time, improving both the sound

quality and life-span of your
phono cartridge.  
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Instructions for use:

Use the built-in cap brush to apply a 
small quantity of fluid onto your stylus. 
Do not over-saturate the brush! When 
removing the brush from the bottle, dab 
the bristles against the top of the bottle to
remove any excess fluid. The brush 
should be damp, but not dripping. 

Apply gentle pressure to the bottom of 
your stylus (needle) and brush in the 
direction of record movement- back to 
front only. For light cleaning in between 
records or listening sessions, only 1 or 2 
brief brush strokes are needed. 

For occasional deep cleaning of built-up 
grime, let the damp brush rest against the
stylus for 5 seconds to loosen the dirt, 
then apply 5-6 brush strokes and repeat 
as needed. 
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Storage and replacement:

To maximize the lifespan of your 
cleaning fluid, store the bottle away 
from direct sunlight. When placing 
the brush back into the liquid after 
cleaning, wipe away any excess dirt
or dust that may be stuck to it using 
a soft cloth or paper towel. If the 
fluid becomes cloudy over time 
after frequent use it is time to 
replace it. Please note since this is 
an alcohol free product, it will not 
evaporate as fast as other products, 
and as such it will need to be 
replaced before it completely runs 
out. 
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